TRADITIONAL TRACTION THERAPY DEVICE FOR PEYRONIE’S DISEASE REHABILITATION.
Peyronie’s Disease:

Example of dorsal plaque.

Cross Section of the Penis:

Example of Dorsal Plaque:

White area is where plaque injury can occur.

Dorsal plaque causes upward bend.
US PHYSIOMED Traction Device: Schematic Overview

1. Plastic Base Ring
2. Round Bolt
3A. Threaded Bar Screw
3B. Knurled Bar Bolt
3C. Articulated Bar Screw
4. Internal Spring Cover Sleeve
5. Knurled Screw to Ground Spring
6. Plastic Cradle Support
7. Axis Rods (3 Sizes: 1cm, 2cm, 4cm)
8. Silicon Tubing
9. Comfort Foam Band

Axis Rod Extensions (7) Screwed In Here
How to Use The Traditional Traction Therapy Device.

(Refer to previous “Schematic Drawing” for Clarification)

**Step 1**

- Remove Traction Device out of small black box (set upright on table).

- Take out package of #2 silicon tubing/foam pads #8/#9.

- Remove #6 Cradle off top of Device.

- Take out Package of “Extension Rods” #7.

- Remove “Comfort Band Package” #9.
Step 2

Gently move each Extension Arm on each side up to middle of notch of white Plastic Base Ring #1 so that both arms are straight. If necessary to loosen, use bottom articulated screws of each Extension Arm #3B. (Beware- Both screws turn Clockwise to tighten and Counter-Clockwise to loosen.) Once moved to middle of Base Ring #1, lightly tighten articulated screws, Not too tight.
**Step 3**

Slide #6 Cradle Support back on top of Extension Rods #7 over top *Knurled* Screw Bars.

**Step 4**

Take out one Silicon Tube #8 and one Foam Pad #9. Push Silicon Tube through Foam Pad. Foam Pad can be cut to fit your penis/girth size.
**Step 5**

Place Penis (in flaccid state only) through #1 Circular Base, and rest penis shaft on top of the #6 Support Cradle. Make sure concave part of #1 Circular Base is on the bottom.
**Step 6**

Fasten a “noose” by pulling both ends of Silicon Tubing #8 straight down through both holes on plastic #6 Cradle. Pull the penis through “noose” and lay top of penis on the #6 Cradle. While pulling back penis and #6 Cradle initiating stretch before using.
**Step 7**
Secure the Silicon Tube #8 downwards, on each end, thus securing penis by synching into position.

**Step 8**
Continue pulling length of Silicon Tubing #8 on both sides, securing just below the Glans (Head) of the penis, while compressing both ends of the #6 Cradle towards your body.
Step 9

Secure both ends of Silicon Tube #8 into the two "flanged" holding slots underneath the Cradle #6, which secures proper stretching positioning.
**Step 10**

You can continue to adjust tighter by gently pulling the silicon tubing #8 towards your body comfortably, to keep the Glans (Head) of the penis from slipping out, of “flanged” area (underneath back side of #6 Cradle).
**Step 11**

You can continue to adjust tighter by gently pulling the silicon tubing #8 towards your body comfortably, to keep the Glans from slipping out, of “flanged” (underneath back side of #6 Cradle).

**Step 12**

Simply release the spring-loaded bars to create a comfortable stretch. Your device is now in position to initiate its training regimen.

**IN SUMMARY:**

You will have the specific User Manual, where you will be directed on how to follow up with the USPhysioMED, “3-Days Training Protocol.”
HYBRID COMFORT BAND  SILICON STRAP

“The USPHYSIOMED’s operating philosophy is based on the belief that all people of every race, color and creed are deserving of basic respect, dignity and quality of life and that a healthy sexual life is fundamental to this concept.” Stay in Compliance with your Urologist’s protocol and tell yourself every day that 1) I am NOT dysfunctional 2) I am NOT sexually inadequate 3) I AM STILL A MAN 4) I have what they call: “Peyronie’s Disease” 5) I am successfully rehabilitating this on a daily basis with a positive attitude.

www.usphysiomed.com
949.769.6751
Hybrid Comfort Band Support / Silicon Strap

Only use this option upon approval of your Urologist and/or Medical Advisor.

With use of the Hybrid Comfort Band, it is suggested to get your Urologist’s approval before utilizing. It will be covered in the USPhysioMED, exclusive “User Manual”.

Recently added to the USPhysioMED band option, this new Silicon Strap is outlined as another means to consider along with the other USPhysioMED bands. As of yet, trails are incomplete as to the effectiveness of this band. Continual checking our Web Site for further information.
Customer Service & Consultation

* Continue to follow your Doctor’s prescribed protocols. Measure & track on a bi-monthly basis.

* Continue to try and increase both time and extension length as your penis improves and as per your Urologist’s and your own personal protocol.

* Should you require help, service or consultation, please feel free to contact us directly to schedule a consultation call at 949.769.6751.

WARRANTY: US PhysioMED, Inc. offers a 1-Year, “Parts & Labor” Warranty and in cases where the device is dysfunctional, broken, or incomplete, will be fixed, repaired and corrected at NO CHARGE to the Customer (unless due to customer misuse, loss or breakage). Customer is responsible for following the exact stipulations for usage as outlined in this User Manual.
Please review our www.usphysiomed.com Web Site for continual new information, notifications and updates to stay informed with research and emerging trends, in regard to your “Sexual Health & Wellness” Program.